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        Best Online Slots in Canada

As a Canadian looking to take part in some gambling online, you will be spoilt for choice with the number of websites available to you. If you did not know, Canada itself does not issue gambling licenses for online gambling sites originating from Canada. Instead, most of the sites you see online are from offshore sites that also advertise to Canada.

To be clear, you can take part in online gambling for real money legally, but you cannot own an online gambling business. Since there are so many online slot games that come from other countries, you, the players, may need some guidance as to which slots to use.

Some of these websites may advertise “no deposit required” or “play free slots” in order to capture online users’ attention. However, not all of these websites are legit and you have to be careful in case you lose real money. That’s why using lists such as what we have put together here will help you stay safe while gambling online and giving yourself enough chances to win real money.



			

			

			
						

        TOP 5 best online slots

						

						Free Spins	Volatility	Reels	Paylines	RTP
																											Bonanza																																											12																																											Medium																																											6																																											117,649																																											96%																
																											Mega Moolah																																											15																																											Low																																											5																																											25																																											46.36%																
																											Bier Haus																																											80																																											Medium																																											5																																											40																																											96.28%																
																											Fire 88																																											10																																											Medium																																											3																																											7																																											96.45%																
																											Cleopatra																																											15																																											Medium																																											5																																											20																																											95.02%																


			

		

	
	
        
	
    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Juicy Joker Mega Moolah                Slot  
        
    



    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Fire 88                Slot  
        
    



    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Cleopatra                Slot  
        
    



    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Bonanza                Slot  
        
    



    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Bier Fest                Slot  
        
    








TOP 5 free online slots

						

						Free Spins	Volatility	Reels	Paylines	RTP
																											Zeus																																											100																																											Medium																																											5																																											30																																											95.97%																
																											Vegas Party																																																												Low																																											5																																											243																																											96.6%																
																											88 Fortunes																																											10																																											Medium																																											5																																											243																																											96%																
																											Big Bad Wolf																																											10																																											Medium																																											5																																											25																																											97.34%																
																											Big Kahuna																																																												Low																																											5																																											9																																											96.16%																


			

		

	
	
        
	
    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Mr. Vegas                Slot  
        
    



    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Big Kahuna                Slot  
        
    



    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Big Bad Wolf                Slot  
        
    



    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Amazing Link Zeus                Slot  
        
    



    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            88 Fortunes                Slot  
        
    








TOP 5 online slots real money

						

						Free Spins	Volatility	Reels	Paylines	RTP
																											Cash Wizard																																											15																																											Low																																											5																																											760																																											94%																
																											Great Blue																																											8																																											High																																											5																																											25																																											96.03%																
																											Golden Tiger																																																												Medium																																											3																																											5																																											95.95%																
																											Lucky Leprechaun																																											Variable																																											Medium																																											5																																											20																																											96.33%																
																											Reel Rush																																											8																																											High																																											5																																											45																																											96.96%																


			

		

	
	
        
	
    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Reel Rush                Slot  
        
    



    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Leprechauns Luck                Slot  
        
    



    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Great Blue                Slot  
        
    



    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Golden Tiger                Slot  
        
    



    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Cash Wizard                Slot  
        
    








Types of Slot Machines

TOP 5 classic slots – Classic Slot Games

						

						Free Spins	Volatility	Reels	Paylines	RTP
																											Jewels																																																												Medium																																											5																																											5																																											96.5%																
																											Zeus																																											100																																											Medium																																											5																																											30																																											95.97%																
																											Fire 88																																											10																																											Medium																																											3																																											7																																											96.45%																
																											Texas Tea																																																												Low																																											5																																											9																																											97.35%																
																											Tomb Raider																																											10																																											Low																																											5																																											30																																											96.65%																


			

		

	
	
        
	
    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Lara Croft Temples and Tombs                Slot  
        
    



    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Jewels                Slot  
        
    



    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Fire 88                Slot  
        
    



    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Amazing Link Zeus                Slot  
        
    



    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            100 Burning Hot                Slot  
        
    








TOP 5 video slots – Video Slot Games

						

						Free Spins	Volatility	Reels	Paylines	RTP
																											Cleopatra																																											15																																											Medium																																											5																																											20																																											95.02%																
																											Dead or Alive																																											12																																											High																																											5																																											9																																											96.82%																
																											Great Blue																																											8																																											High																																											5																																											25																																											96.03%																
																											Gypsy Rose																																											20																																											Medium																																											5																																											30																																											97.63%																
																											Lucky Leprechaun																																											Variable																																											Medium																																											5																																											20																																											96.33%																


			

		

	
	
        
	
    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Leprechauns                Slot  
        
    



    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Gypsy Rose                Slot  
        
    



    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Great Blue                Slot  
        
    



    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Dead or Alive                Slot  
        
    



    
        
        Play for Free
            

        
            
            Cleopatra                Slot  
        
    








Exclusive slots

	Kingmaker
	Gemix
	Hell’s Kitchen


Card games

	Blackjack
	Three-card Poker
	Roulette
	Baccarat


Roulette games

	Roulette with track
	Zoom roulette
	French roulette
	European roulette


Dice games

	Emperor’s Garden
	Jack’s Beanstalk
	Extra Cash
	Caveman Stoney


Live casino games

	Live Blackjack
	Live Baccarat
	Live Ultimate Texas Holdem
	Live Auto Roulette


Scratch tickets

	Bingo Grand
	Clue
	Full of 50’s
	Happy Camper




						
			

        Top online slot tips for winning

	Choose simple slot games

How you play will depend on your mindset. If you are playing free slot games as a casual player, you can approach every game with a carefree attitude. It is a different story, however, if you are playing the game for real money. Most seasoned players will tell you that simpler slot games are usually going to allow you to get a bigger payout at the end of the session when compared to complicated slot games. You may want to play the more fun-looking and popular games out there, but just know that you can earn higher with the simple games.
	Avoid progressive slot games

Progressive online slots can be great because you can win a large sum of money from a day of playing. But the problem is that the possibility of winning is quite low and almost impossible in some cases. It is generally known that the bigger the jackpot of a progressive game, the lower the chances of someone actually winning in that game. If you are going to play this type of slot, it is recommended that you select one with a more manageable jackpot size so that you have a better chance of winning the game.
	Always do your research

In order to avoid losing a lot of money, it is vital that you learn about the games you are playing before you put your hard-earned money into them. People who don’t do research, end up playing games with low RTPs and mediocre jackpots when they could have been playing much better games with more chances for winning.Here are some of the basic information you should be looking into before you put your money into a game:- What is the RTP for the game – The RTP is the average amount that a slot game pays out over time. Ideally, you need to be looking for slots with an average above 95%. Anything below should be avoided as much as possible.

– What is the cost per spin – Every spin that you take in any slot game is going to cost you money. Make sure you check the cost per spin so that you don’t end up spending more money than you initially budgeted.

– How much is the jackpot – One thing to keep in mind that a multi-million dollar jackpot that is much bigger than other jackpots that you find does not mean that you have to pay more per spin to play. Many players lose out because of this thinking and only play in games with small jackpots

– Do they offer any additional services – In order to attract people to their slot games, many developers tend to add more features to the game such as free spins and multiplier rounds which give you a better chance at earning more cash.
	Make use of the slot bonuses

It is common knowledge that many people tend to avoid taking advantage of an online slot game’s bonus features. However, think about it this way. They are taking your money when you lose no question right? So what’s stopping you from doing the same.If you are the type of person who will capitalize on bonuses, then you will be happy to know that you can find hundreds of online websites where they offer these bonuses. This is because they want new players as well as old players to keep coming back to their slots. With a bit of experimenting and research, you will be able to find some really good slot games with large bonuses.Here is what you need to look out for when researching bonus features:- Make sure you look into the terms and conditions – You don’t want to be duped by a bonus feature that only looks good on the surface. If the details aren’t explained well on the site, then you would be better off leaving it alone.- Check the conditions of the bonus – Every bonus will have certain criteria you will have to meet in order to achieve the bonus. This would be the wager, a minimum deposit, and the maximum withdrawal amount that you can get from each spin. This will tell you if the bonus is worth it or not.
Don’t be afraid to place high-value free spins. Normally an online slots website will give free spins as welcome bonuses on a no deposit game. This means that you have to put in no money yourself to spin in those free slot games. You don’t need to worry about the cost per spin and how much you’re betting on that game. Just bet the highest amount and hope for the best!

	Try to select games from reputed and well-known developers

The slot games and free slots that you see online have all been created by certain developers from around the world. Some of them are well-known and popular, whereas others are just getting into the industry. For the best results when it comes to winning online slot games, you want to only stick with the top developers’ games because they offer more quality games and bigger rewards than the smaller developers.


The Best Slots Providers

Slot providers are the companies that produce and develop the slot machine games you find both online and in physical stores. As of late, most of these game developers have started shifting their focus to online casinos because of how popular they are becoming. Here are some of the well-known slot providers online.

IGT Slots

Also known as International Game Technology, this company is one of the most popular and known-about brands in the casino industry. They have acquired many of the smaller developer games under their own name and are considered to be one of the, if not, largest manufacturers of slot games in the world. Some of their most popular games are Cleopatra and Wheel of Fortune. A couple of their free slots with no download and no deposit are Da Vinci Diamonds and Monopoly.

WMS Slots

This is more formally known as Williams Gaming and they focus on both slot games as well as video lottery games. A couple of their more famous titles include Bier Haus and Bruce Lee. Some of their free slots with no download and no deposit are Zeus and Amazon Queen.

Bally Slots

Bally has been in the casino industry for a very long time – over 50 years. They are big enough and popular enough to have their own casino in Las Vegas and have their hands in multiple areas of the casino/gaming industries. Some of their famous slot games include Anchorman the Legend of Ron Burgundy and Cash Wizard. A couple of their free slots with no download and no deposit are Michael Jackson and Dragon Spin.

EGT Slots

Euro Games Technology is a slots game provider that has its sights solely set on online platforms. They only make slot games for internet and mobile use. You may see some of their titles online such as Almighty Ramses and 5 Burning Hearts. A couple of their free slots with no download and no deposit are 40 Super Hot and Circus.

Novomatic Slots

Starting around the year 1980, Novomatic has been developing games for physical casinos before dabbling in online platforms in the more recent years. These are games not based in the US but are more popular in countries like Germany and France. Some of their titles include Lucky Lady’s 10 and Book Of Ra Classic. A couple of their free slots with no download and no deposit are Lord of the Ocean and Dolphins Pearl Deluxe.

The Biggest Jackpot Slots

Anyone who loves playing slots online would secretly be hoping to be able to win the biggest jackpots they come across in any game. Not everyone may say it out loud, but the chances are, most of you want to become rich overnight. And this can be made totally possible if you are lucky enough to hit the jackpot on the biggest slots.

These large jackpots have the potential to change your life overnight. On top of that, slot games with the biggest jackpots are also considered to be extremely fun to play, which is why they are quite popular and entertaining to most people.

Here are some of the biggest jackpot slot games you can find online:

	Hall of Gods – £33,201,316
	Mega Moolah – £23,665,773
	Mega Fortune – £17,861,800
	Arabian Nights – £8,636,041
	King Cashalot – £1,527,228




			

        
FAQ





What online slots pay real money?



Almost all online slot games where you have to bet real money to play will have payouts of real money. In order to earn this cash, you can choose any of the slot games mentioned above through an online casino, place a bet on each and every spin, and win real money if you win the round. Some other slot games you can look into are:

	Golden Tiger slot
	Cats slot
	Lion Festival slot
	Sea Of Tranquility slot









Which online slots pay the most?



The RTP of a slot game will determine the potential for how much you can walk away with when you play those games. If you want to find online slots that pay the highest, you need to look for the games with the highest RTP’s. Ideally, you want them to be over 96%.

	Gypsy Rose – 97.63%
	Texas Tea – 97.35%
	Reel Rush 96.96%
	Bier Haus – 96.28%









How to cheat on online slots?



Cheating on online software-based games is extremely difficult for casual players. It is possible for certain games where you can mess around with the bonus round but it is not always possible and is not tolerated by the online casinos. They put a lot of resources in anti-cheats, and if you’re caught, you will be banned from that website with no payouts of the money you have already earned.








How to play free slots online?



Free slots games are the games that you don’t put any real money into and are available to help you practice certain games or to simply get a feel for what online gambling is like. When you’re choosing to play free slots, make sure that these games are developed by reputed developers such as NetEnt or WMS for the best experience. Here are some free slots you can try:

	Cash Wizard Slot
	Cleopatra Slot
	Lucky Lady Slot









How to play slots for real money online?



The objective of earning real money is why most players get into online gambling. Most of the popular slots out there payout with real money, even some of the free slots. If you want to earn real money, then you need to simply visit any of the popular online casinos, play the slot games mentioned above, and stand a chance to win real money.








Where can I play slots online for free?



Free slots are the games where you usually don’t make real money. They are practice free slots games and only very few offer the chance to win real money through them. Free slots act as a means of educating players about real slot games. Here are some free slots you can try right now:

	Cash Wizard Slot
	Cleopatra Slot
	Lucky Lady Slot









How do online casino slots work?



Every online slot game, even the free slots, will use a random number generator that will create random sequences during every millisecond that passes. Whenever the players click spin, the RNG will produce a random sequence of numbers. Online slot games do not save these numbers, and there is no way to track the players’ wins and losses.








When is the best time to play online slots?



Since the RNG on slot games are completely random, almost any time should be okay to play online slots and have a chance to win real money. However, there are players who believe that the end of the month is a good time to play for real because the jackpot would have accumulated during the month if many people have not won during that month.








What are the best slots to play online?



We have listed some of the best slots available online in the lists above. These include free slots, no deposit slots, no download slots, and slot games with big payouts. Ultimately, the choice is yours and it will depend on your play style and whether or not you want to play for real money. Here is a list you can play right now:

	Bonanza slot
	Mega Moolah slot
	Bier Haus slot
	Fire 88 slot
	Cleopatra slot
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				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
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